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Abstract: This paper investigates a nano-enhanced wireless sensing framework for
dissolved oxygen (DO). The system integrates a nanosensor that employs cerium oxide
(ceria) nanoparticles to monitor the concentration of DO in aqueous media via optical
fluorescence quenching. We propose a comprehensive sensing framework with the
nanosensor equipped with a digital interface where the sensor output is digitized and
dispatched wirelessly to a trustworthy data collection and analysis framework for
consolidation and information extraction. The proposed system collects and processes the
sensor readings to provide clear indications about the current or the anticipated dissolved
oxygen levels in the aqueous media.
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1. Introduction
Dissolved oxygen (DO) sensing in aqueous media is important for wide variety of applications
including biomedical research, environmental monitoring and process control [1–3]. Among various
approaches in current literature, fluorescence-based oxygen sensing technique has significant advantages
over the electrochemical-based one, due to little oxygen consumption, there is no need for any reference
electrode, and they are immune to exterior electromagnetic field interference [4–9]. One of the most
promising optical nanostructures is ceria nanoparticles due to its oxygen capability storage, adequate
sensitivity and low-cost synthesis [10,11]. This paper offers a comprehensive monitoring framework as an
integration between nanotechnology and trustworthy wireless sensor networks.
The main objective of our work is to develop a complete sensing platform for real time monitoring
of the DO concentration in aqueous media as part of an effort to monitor water quality [12,13].
Our system goes behind local, single location monitoring to a networked sensing of DO concentration
at multiple locations, across streams, water treatment facilities, hydroponic farms, and aquafarms. The
system receives the digitalized signal from one or more nanosensor(s), merge the collected data with the
geographical location of the sensing element(s), and analyzes it using remote offsite management servers
in a real-time fashion.
As shown in the results, the main advantage of having such level of autonomic control and
management is the ability to predict some of the sensor feedback based on the analysis of the overall
network feedback [14–16]. Such ability facilitates optimizing the sensor power usage by controlling the
activation periods leading to much better sensor utilization expanding the lifetime of the entire network
and reducing the system cost. Further, such ability facilitates detecting; Fixing/excluding any
misbehaving or problematic sensing nodes that can massively reduce the system accuracy. Additionally,
the automated system could definitely overcome the problems of manual data collection that requires
extensive effort and time. This capability enables almost continuous real-time monitoring of DO with
means to identify and address sensor drift helping researchers to construct test models based on the flow
of nutrients, pollutants, and other constituents in the monitored water supply.
2. Experimental Section
Ceria nanoparticles are prepared using a chemical precipitation technique [17–19]. Initially, 0.5 g of
cerium (III) chloride (heptahydrate, 99.9%, Aldrich chemicals) is added to 40 mL de-ionized water as a
solvent. The solution is stirred at rate of 500 rpm for 24 h through two stages. In the first step, the solution
heated to 50 °C in normal atmosphere while stirring; 1.6 mL of ammonia is then added to ensure that
the solution becomes homogenous for 1.5 h at 50 °C. Then, the solution is stirred for 22.5 h at room
temperature. The synthesized ceria nanoparticles are characterized using UV-Vis spectroscopy
(dual beam PG 90+) to detect the absorbance dispersion, which is the logarithmic ratio between the light
intensities in the absence and the presence of the material along the light path over a wide range of the
optical spectrum. The absorbance dispersion were detected for the solutions containing the synthesized
undoped and doped ceria nanoparticles in de-ionized water. The reference sample is de-ionized water.
The spectrum range is detected from 300 nm to 800 nm. The synthesized nanoparticles are characterized
using Perkin XRD, and imaged using Phillips TEM (EM420).
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The experimental apparatus used to correlate the quenching of the fluorescence from the colloidal
ceria NPs with dissolved oxygen concentration in the aqueous solution is shown in Figure 1. The
fluorescence spectroscopy system consists of Xenon lamp (Oriel instrument) followed by a
monochromator, (a ¼ m Newport Cornerstone 260) with allowed light centered at 340 nm. The optical
output from the monochromator is focused onto a three-neck flask containing distilled water solution of
the synthesized ceria nanoparticles. Oxygen and nitrogen gases are fed through individual lines through
a double-holes cork placed into one of the necks on the flask and controlled by a mass flow rate controller
(MKS 247-C). The probe of a commercial DO meter (Milwaukee MW600 with a measurement range
up to 19.9 mg/L) is inserted in the second neck of the flask to measure DO concentration.
The fluorescence signal is collected from the colloidal solution scanned by a second Newport Cornerstone
260 monochromator, positioned at a 90o angle to the first monochromator for minimum scattering
effects. Then, a photomultiplier tube (Newport PMT 77340) is connected to a power meter
(Newport Power meter 2935C) for fluorescence intensity monitoring.

Figure 1. Experimental setup of optical sensing for dissolved oxygen.
Regarding autonomous sensor management, Figure 2 is a block diagram of the sensor framework
where the main sensing element is interfaced with an autonomously managed wireless sensor network
for water quality monitoring. The sensing function will be interconnected to the cyber layer for control,
management, and monitoring.
The nanosensor is interfaced an A2D chip, a powerful microcontroller chip, a GPS chip, and wireless
transmission module. The microcontroller is programed to control the activation and deactivation of the
sensing element, and control the measurement configuration if necessary. The microcontroller receives
its guideline form a remote management server. Each sensor has a unique identifier that is used in all
transmissions along with the geographical location of the sensor in case of mobility. The system is built
to be as generic as possible, allowing more sensing elements to be attached to the same sensing elements
if the application requires that.
The system is built to scale; sensors are grouped into different zones. The sensor feedback and
location is dispatched frequently either upon event change, query, or based on a predetermined schedule
to a central data collection node at each zone. This node applies partial analysis and data grouping and
dispatch a comprehensive zone status-report to the management server for further analysis and guidance.
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The algorithms used to establish such analysis is application dependent. We devised a simple case study
with a simple model for the excremental study just to reflect the effect of such automation on the quality
of the system output.

Figure 2. The sensing framework.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Optical Nanoparticles Characterization
Figure 3 shows the resulted absorbance dispersion of the synthesized nanoparticles. Based on the
resulted absorbance measurements, the allowed direct bandgap semiconductor of the synthesized
nanoparticles can be found through the following equation [20]
ℎ =

∗

(ℎ −

)

(1)

where A* is a constant for the given material depending on its refractive index and effective masses of
is the direct allowed
both electrons and holes, h is Planck’s constant, is the absorbed frequency, and
bandgap energy. Then, ( ℎ )2 is plotted with photon energy, and the intersection with x-axis gives the
value of bandgap energy. The calculated
is found as shown in Figure 4. Figure 5 shows transmission
electron microscope (TEM) image and X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis of the synthesized nanoparticles
with mean diameter around 6 nm.
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Figure 3. Absorbance dispersion for the synthesized ceria nanoparticles.

Figure 4. Bandgap calculations of the synthesized ceria nanoparticles.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5. TEM image and XRD pattern of the synthesized ceria nanoparticles. (a) TEM
image; (b) XRD pattern.
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3.2. DO Sensing
Figure 6 shows the change of the visible fluorescence emission intensity at 520 nm from the ceria
nanoparticles with increasing DO concentration, under near-UV excitation. The relative intensity
compared to the peak fluorescence intensity from the ceria nanoparticles at zero DO is shown in
Figure 7. The value of Io could not be found experimentally as the DO concentration never reached
zero even when there was no inlet flow of oxygen or nitrogen. We speculate that this is due to a release
of oxygen stored in the ceria lattice when the nanoparticles are introduced into the solution. Therefore,
Io is calculated by forcing the linear fit of the data to include a point for Io/I = 1 when
DO = 0 mg/L. Regarding the error bars shown on both figures, during the detection of the emitted
fluorescence at each stabilized DO concentration, the second monochromator is adjusted at the
wavelength of peak intensity; ~520 nm. Then, the power meter records the maximum amplitude for 5 s.
Hence, the mean value of the maximum amplitudes obtained during this time period is calculated and
the error bars represent the minimum and maximum amplitudes of the peak fluorescence intensity
around the mean value.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6. (a) Visible flouresence spectra at different DO concentration; and (b) Fluorescence
peak intensity variation with fitting.

Figure 7. Relative peak intensity change with DO variation.
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3.3. Detection Effectiveness
Regarding the experimental case study, our primary goal is to build a smart sensing framework where
participating nodes cooperate to reflect a real-time image of the DO concentration on a large-scale
acoustic media [21,22]. The main goal from this simulation is to determine the optimal configuration for
the network operating in a remote location to guarantee efficient operation. The experiments were
conducted with two densities (Sensors/Network) settings, Low/High. As we are operating in a remote
and untrustworthy location, we intentionally impeded some malicious nodes that work on interrupting
the system operation. We used two radio range settings, medium and high. Results showed the effect of
increasing the density (cooperation) on the data accuracy, and the effect of increasing the maliciousness
effect on the signal accuracy, and energy consumption for each case. Finally, we also tested the effect
of extending the communication range on the energy consumption and the accuracy for the two densities.
Table 1 shows the simulation parameters used for performance evaluation analysis.
Table 1. Simulation parameters.
Density
Low
High

# Sensors
30
200

# Clients
15
100

# Malicious Nodes
3~9
20~80

# Servers
6~12
80~120

Radio Range
6~12
6~12~24

Figure 8 presents a simple performance evaluation of the proposed sensor network in a simulated
scenario to illustrate the value of a fully integrated sensor network with the sensing framework with
respect to the accuracy of the calculated DO concentration and response time of the system as measures
of effectiveness. The automated data collection and analysis of the data from the nanosensor network
with the DO prediction mechanism exhibits significant improvements in DO detection accuracy and
promptness over the two other methods. The experiment tested four different sensor densities (number
of sensors/meter) to test the system ability to scale. At each case, we evaluated the scenario of using
smart data collection with prediction of DO concentration verses two modes, power saving (regular
power efficient detect and dispatch) and extreme power usage (use all nodes all time).
With no prediction, and low power usage, the active number of nodes were not that high, and the
accuracy were not as good as with the prediction and power saving. With prediction on, the management
framework integrates other sources of information like the flow rate and direction of the media predicting
some of the readings of sensors on the path. Such predictions minimize the activation time of these
sensors and save a large some of energy. Finally, the use everything mode, this mode can be used on
emergency cases. In this mode, we use all the sensors to monitor closely the DO levels. That mode
consumes too much energy and massively reduces the sensor network lifetime.
Figures 9 and 10 reflects the results of using only high density node scenario. Figure 9 shows the
effect of increasing the malcisousness on the accurecy and power consumbtion. The effect of
maliciousness on power consumption and accuracy is obvious, however, due to the automatic exclusion
of such nodes from the network by our smart reputation manager, the maliciousness effect on the system
accuracy is insignificant (~3%). The minor effect is mainly due to the small period that these malicious
nodes were part of the network before being detected by the management platform.
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Figure 8. Detection effectiveness (accuracy/ promptness).

Figure 9. The interconnected sensor network.

(a)

(b)

Figure 10. Study of the effect of maliciouesness: (a) High maliciousness; and (b) Low maliciousness.
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Figure 11 shows the clear effect of increasing the radio range on the power consumption. The use of
high-energy transmission uses too much power, shortening the sensor node lifetime. Therefore, the effect
of using prediction in minimizing the activation of such sensors can massively increase the sensor
network lifetime. The main advantage of having such automated control that is fully aware of the system
operational settings is the ability to adapt to the various operational-environment changes while
maintaining high level of accuracy and maximizing the sensor network lifetime.

Figure 11. The effect of increaseing the radio range: (a) Low radio range; and (b) High radio range.
4. Conclusions
This work presents the integration between physical sensing of dissolved oxygen (DO) using the
fluorescence quenching of ceria nanoparticles and the trustworthy data collection analysis. Our analysis
shows clear change in the visible fluorescence intensity with the variation of the DO ratio. The reason is
the developed oxygen vacancies concentration formed inside ceria nanoparticles, which act as DO
receptor. Additionally, results showed the clear effect of the trustworthy automated data collection and
smart analysis platform on the effectiveness, efficiency, and quality of detection. Having such system is
essential for easy data consolidation and information extraction. Different experiments were conducted
to show the effect of having such automation in enhancing the sensor and the network lifetime, even in
the presence of malicious nodes. The proposed system presents an optimum solution for a comprehensive
automated management of DO sensors in the aqueous media. Also, the automation platform is built to
be generic and can be easily modified to be used with wide variety of other applications and sensing
elements achieving wide scope of applications.
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